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Search Guide to America’s Top 50 Law Schools               
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The 2009 BCG Attorney Search Guide to America’s Top 50 Law Schools is a comprehensive 
overview of America’s top 50 law schools as identified by the 2009 U.S. News & World 
Report law school rankings.

Pasadena, CA — BCG Attorney Search, the largest attorney recruiting firm in the United 
States, has released The 2009 BCG Attorney Search Guide to America’s Top 50 Law 
Schools, a resourceful guide that provides law firms with objective information about 
the top 50 law schools.

‘’The Guide is extremely helpful for recruiters, recruiting coordinators, hiring partners, 
and prospective law students in deciphering the grading and ranking systems of various 
schools. It attempts to demystify these classifications and to provide the reader with a 
greater understanding of how to interpret resumes, transcripts, and cover letters,’’ says 
A. Harrison Barnes, CEO of BCG Attorney Search.

The 2009 BCG Attorney Search Guide to America’s Top 50 Law Schools provides:

A comparative reference to the top US law schools.
An explanation of the grading systems used by America’s top 50 law schools.
Information about each school’s publications.
Information to help guide potential employers in making informed hiring 
choices.
Information regarding each school’s student-faculty ratio, class size, academic 
honors and awards, moot court and clinical programs, entering-class GPA and 
LSAT scores, and post-law school employment statistics, as well as a few facts 
that convey the overall atmosphere at each school.

‘’As we go into an incredible economic storm and watch companies and law firms around 
us that once seemed invincible collapse, we are confident that what is signified by in the 
Guide is something that will enable us to continue growing and provide for our future,’’ 
adds Barnes.

This year’s Guide has been updated to incorporate the most current and comprehensive 
information about the most important aspects of law school admissions data; grade 
and class ranking systems; and a summary of each school’s law review, journal, and 
clinical program offerings. The Guide’s data has been gathered from the website of each 
law school, the ABA-LSAC Official Guide to ABA-Approved Law Schools, and the NALP 
Directory.
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Click here to download the 2009 BCG Attorney Search Guide to America’s Top 50 Law 
Schools.

For more information about BCG Attorney Search, visit www.bcgsearch.com.
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About BCG Attorney Search and EmploymentScape
BCG Attorney Search, founded by CEO A. Harrison Barnes in January 2000, was the first 
company launched by EmploymentScape (formerly Juriscape). EmploymentScape is the 
world’s largest affiliation of companies dedicated to helping attorneys find jobs, and 
the parent company of some of the legal industry’s most respected organizations. As 
EmploymentScape’s flagship company, BCG Attorney Search has developed a range of 
resources that makes it simply unrivaled by any other American legal-recruiting firm.
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